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SUMMARY 
An experimental investigation was made at subsonic, transonic, and 
supersonic speeds of the effect of l ip shape on the drag, pressure recov-
ery, and mass flow of a nose - inlet air - induction system. Four lips of 
varying degrees of bl untness were tested on a fuse l age model at Mach 
numbers of 0 to 1 . 5 and at angl es of attack of 00 to 120. In general, 
blunting the lip increased the pressure recovery at all the speeds of 
this test. The improvement in pressure recovery due to rounding the lip 
was small at supersonic and at high subsonic speeds, but resulted in 
marked improvement at the take -off condition. At supersonic speeds in 
the mass-flow- ratio range of normal operation (0 . 8 to maximum), going 
from a sharp lip to a s l ightly rounded lip had no significant effect on 
the drag. However , a more blunt lip, typical of a subsonic design, 
resulted in a considerable increase in drag . The rate of change of drag 
coefficient with mass - flow ratio was best predicted, in the supersonic 
speed range, by the theory of Fraenkel . 
An analysis was made by combining the pressure recovery and drag 
force into a single parameter (an effective drag coeffic ient), and by 
matching the inlet air flow with an assumed engine air flow. This 
analytical study showed little difference in the effective drag coeffi-
cient for the sharp and slightly rounded l ip shapes at aupersonic speeds . 
It was indicated that these inlets can operate efficiently over a wide 
range of mass-flow ratios at the supersonic speeds investigated, thus 
simplifying the engine - inlet matching on this particular installation. 
From the standpoint of higher pressure recovery at take - off and at sub-
sonic speeds, and for better performance (lower effective drag) at 
supersonic speeds, a s l ightly rounded lip would be preferable to a sharp 
lip or a blunt lip for this inlet instal lation . 
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INTRODUCTION 
As a result of the efforts of a number of investigators , cons i der -
able information is available for designing nose - inlet air- induction 
systems to operate efficiently either in the subsonic or in the super -
sonic speed regimes (refs . ,1, 2, 3, and 4) . In general, this information 
has shown that efficient subsonic operation requires an inlet with a 
rounded lip, while efficient supersonic operation requires a sharp lip. 
Although some research has been performed in the transonic and low super-
sonic speed ranges , where both subsonic and supersonic flow can be pres -
ent (refs. 5, 6, and 7), not enough information is available for the 
inlet designer to make an informed compromise between the subsonic and 
supersonic types of lips. Reference 5 presents data for one rounded and 
one sharp lip but is considered insufficient for a definite conclusion. 
In references 6 and 7, sharpening the lips and reducing the external 
body thickness aft of the lips also reduced the drag, but the effect of 
lip shape alone was not investigated. 
It is the purpose of this report to evaluate the effect of lip s hape 
on the performance of a normal - shock, nose - inlet , air- induction system 
designed to operate in the subsonic, transonic, and low supersonic speed 
ranges . The evaluation is made in two parts : (1) an experimental inves-
tigation of the drag , pressure - recovery, and mass-flow characteristics 
of the air-induction system with inlet lips of varying degrees of blunt-
ness, and (2) analysis of the relative merits of the various lip shapes 
based on a method of engine-inlet matching and optimization which give s 
an effective drag coefficient. In addition, methods are studied for 
e stimating the variation of net drag with inlet mass- flow ratio . 
The experimental tests were made in the Ames 6- by 6- foot supersonic 
wind tunnel. A description of this wind tunnel is given in reference B. 
SYMBOLS 
a speed of sound, ft/sec 
A area , sq ft 
free-stream tube area, ---, sq ft 
poVog 
maximum fuselage frontal area,O.2394 sq ft 
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CD' effective drag coefficient, [ CD(~ax) ] + 
CDpe 
D 
g 
m 
M 
1 
q S 
a 
pre -entry (or additive ) drag coefficient 
D 
net drag coefficient, = CDpe + CDf + CDp 
qoAmax 
friction drag coefficient, friction drag 
pressure drag coefficient, pressure drag 
drag, lb 
net thrust wi t h isentropic pressure recovery, l b 
net thrust with measured pressure recovery, lb 
acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2 
mass flow, slugs/sec 
Mach number 
entrance Mach number (assuming isentropic flow to station 1), 
Wa 
3 
4 
q 
p 
S 
T 
v 
a 
p 
e 
o 
J. 
c 
isen 
l.e 
t 
s 
std 
dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 
pressure, lb/sq ft 
Pt - Pt ' lb/sq ft 
o c 
assumed wing area, 3.76 sq ft 
temperature, ~ 
velocity, ft/sec 
weight of air, lb/sec 
angle of attack, deg 
mass density of air, slugs/cu ft 
subsonic diffuser efficiency, 
Pt - p c J. 
Pt - p J. J. 
Subscripts 
free stream 
inlet station (station at minimum duct area) 
station of compressor entrance 
isentropic 
station at lip leading edge 
total 
stagnation station on lip 
standard sea-level conditions 
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APPARA'lU8 AND PROCEDURE 
The air-induction model used in the tests (fig. 1) was sting mounted 
and had no wings or control surfaces. The front portion corresponded to 
the forward half of a fuselage with a nose inlet7 and this section was 
followed by a cylindrical afterbody. The cylindrical afterbody was 
selected so that shock waves reflected from the tunnel walls and inter-
secting this part of the model would not result in pressure changes on 
the body having force components in the axial direction . Four lip shapes 
of varying degrees of bluntness were tested, and photographs of the sharp 
and most blunt lips are shown together with the basic body in figure 2. 
The lip cO.ordinates are given in figure 37 and the diffuser area varia-
tions for each lip are shown in figure 4. The e~uivalent total cone 
angle of the diffuser is 10w7 usually less than 10. The passage at the 
simulated compressor inlet station corresponded to the entrance of a 
1/10-scale J-57 jet engine. For this engine the Mach number at the com-
pressor inlet varies from 0 . 35 for normal power to about 0.45 for mili-
tary power plus afterburning . 
The model air-induction system was connected to pumps located out-
side the wind tunnel. A photograph of the model and piping in the wind 
tunael is shown in figure 5 . The ~uantity of air flow through the model 
was regulated by a valve and measured by a standard A.8.M.E. orifice 
meter. Leakage of air between the model afterbody and the tunnel sting 
support was minimized by a labyrinth seal; the leakage air flow through 
the seal was calibrated and amounted to from 0 . 5 to 2.0 percent of the 
total air flow. Pertinent corrections were made . 
The pressures at the simulated compressor inlet were measured by a 
rake of 20 total pressure tubes and 2 static pressure tubes, and the 
pressures at the model exit were measured simultaneously by a rake of 
20 total pressure tubes and 4 static pressure tubes (see fig. 1). Model 
base pressures were measured at 12 points. A three - component strain-
gage balance inside the model was used to measure the forces. 
Tests were made for a range of mass -flow ratios from 0 to a maximum, 
angles of attack up to 120, and Mach numbers of 0, 0 . 7 7 0.8, 0.9, 1.23, 
1.35, and 1.50. Except for the static tests (Me = 0), all experiments 
were made with a constant tunnel stagnation pressure of 12 pounds per 
square inch absolute. The corresponding Reynolds number per foot varied 
from 3.13XI06 to 3.82XI06 • 
In the reduction of the data, the forces developed by the internal 
flow and the base forces were subtracted from the balance measured 
values. The internal-flow force is defined as the change in total momen-
tum of the entering stream tube from the free stream to the exit of the 
model, and is thus consistent with the usual definition of jet-engine 
thrust. 
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RESULTS 
A comparison of the pressure - recovery characteristics for the four 
lip shapes is given in figures 6, 7, and 8 . The pressure recovery at 00 
angle of attack for simulated take-off (Me = 0), high- subsonic-speed 
(Me = 0 . 7 , 0 . 8 , 0 . 9), and supersonic-speed (Me = 1.23, 1 . 35 , 1.50) opera-
tion is presented in figures 6 and 7. The variation of pressure recov-
ery for three of the lip shapes (lips 2, 3, and 4) with angle of attack 
is shown in figure 8 for Mach numbers of 0 . 7 and 0 . 9 . For the angle-of-
attack range investigated at supersonic speeds (00 to 5°) there was no 
significant change in the pressure recovery; consequently, only the data 
at 00 are presented. 
The results of the drag· measurements are shown in figures 9 and 10 . 
It will be noted that drag coefficients for supersonic speeds only are 
shown since the drag measurements at subsonic speeds were inconsistent 
and were considered unreliable. The variation of the drag coefficient 
with ml/mo for the inlet installation at the angle of attack for mini -
mum drag of these tests is presented in figure 9 for Mach numbers of 
1.23, 1.35, and 1 . 50 . Curves similar to those in figure 10, which give 
the drag coefficient as a function of angle of attack for lips 2 and 3, 
were used in selecting these angles of attack (a = 00 for the sharp lips, 
lips 1 and 2, and a = 2.50 for the rounded lips, lips 3 and 4). Schlieren 
photographs for lips 2 and 3, figure 11, show characteristic shock-wave 
patterns . The circular patterns result from striae variations in the 
windows . 
It should be emphasized that the experimental net drag coefficients 
presented include the pressure and skin-friction forces on the inlet-
fuselage forebody and the cylindrical afterbody forward of the seal plus 
any pre-entry drag force due to changes in total momentum of the air from 
the free stream to the nose-inlet entrance. 
DISCUSSION 
Pressure Recovery 
In general, the pressure -recovery data show that blunting the lips 
of the inlet increases the pressure recovery at all the speeds tested . 
At the take - off condition (Mo = 0, fig . 6), there were large beneficial 
effects on pressure recovery and maximum mass flow of progressive 
increases in lip bluntness. At high subsonic and at low supersonic 
speeds, for a = 0°, figure 7 shows there was no significant effect of 
lip bluntness for mass-flow ratios less than 0 .8. However , increased 
bluntness did increase the pressure recovery slightly at mass-flow ratios 
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between 0.8 and choking, except for the most blunt lip at supersonic 
speeds . Figure 8 indicates that the adverse effects on pressure recov-
ery due to increases in angl e of attack at subsonic speeds are not as 
large for lips with increasing l eading- edge bluntness . This effect of 
lip bluntness at angle of attack is most pronounced for mass - f l ow ratios 
above 0.8. 
The improvements in pressure recovery due to blunting the lip were 
small at supersonic and at high subsonic speeds . It should be kept in 
mind, however , that some slight rounding and internal contraction, such 
as was incorporated in lip 3, markedly improved the take - off performance 
and gave measurable increases in pressure recovery at all the speeds 
tested. 
The pressure recovery at supersoniC speeds , predicted by combining 
a normal-shock loss with a theoretical subsoni c diffuser efficiency, ~ , 
of 0 . 92, shows good agreement with measured values up to mass-flow ratios 
of approximately 0 . 90 (fig. 7(f)) . As the mass-flow ratio was increased 
from 0.9 to choking , the losses were conSistently underestimated for all 
lip shapes at the supersonic Mach numbers investigated. 
Net Drag 
Measured drag .- The net drag coefficients of the four lip models 
are shown as a function of mass - flow ratio in figure 9 for the super-
sonic test Mach numbers. These data show that considerable rounding of 
the lip and some internal contraction can be tolerated with almost no 
change in drag. 
The subsonic type of lip bluntness and internal contraction, typi-
fied by lip 4, results in substantially greater drag than that obtained 
from the sharper lips . In the mass - flaw- ratio range of primary interest 
(from 0.8 to maximum), there is little difference in the drag character-
istics between lips 1, 2, and 3. Several of the curves shown in figure 9 
exhibited an inflection at mass - flow ratios near maximum which cannot be 
explained by the evidence available . Figures 10(a) and 10(b), which are 
typical of' the sharp and blunt lips, show that the change in drag coef-
ficient with angles of attack up to 50 is small . 
Comparison of measured and estimated drag .- The drag considerations 
in Appendix A show the general expression for pre - entry drag at both 
subsonic and supersonic speeds to be as follows : 
j stagnation Dpe = ( p - po) dA 
a 
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At subsonic speeds , provided there is no external flow separation or 
shock wave, the total external net drag remains unchanged with decreas-
ing mass -flow ratio because the pre-entry drag is compensated by an 
equal and opposite change in body pressure drag in the region of the 
inlet lip. The variation of net drag with mass -flow ratio at supersonic 
speed may be considered to be equal to the pre -entry drag if no allow-
ance is made for lip suction forces (refs . 3, 9, and 10 ). Fraenkel, ref -
erence 11, puts forth the idea, however, that suction forces do exist at 
supersonic speeds similar to those at subsonic speeds, but to a lesser 
degree . It is reasoned that although it is impossible to attain a lip 
suction force exactly equal to the pre-entry drag at supersonic speeds 
because of normal - shock-wave losses, the inlet is operating in a subsonic 
flow field, and a lip suction force that neutralizes at l east a portion 
of the pre -entry drag should be pre sent. l The two assumptions used in 
predicting the net drag variation, (1) no leading-edge suction, and (2) 
full leading-edge suction, are compared to the experimental drag of 
lips 1 and 4 in figure 12. Since the theory gives only a variation of 
drag with mass - flow ratio, the theoretical drag curves are adjusted to 
the experimental curves at the maximum mass-flow ratio. The mass-flow 
ratios of figure 12 are based on the lip leading-edge area to give maxi -
mum accuracy as suggested in Appendix A. It should be remembered that 
mle ml Al 
=---
illo illo A Ie 
It is important to note that the variation of net drag for lip 4 is pre-
dicted quite closely by allowing for the possible lip suction. Fig-
ure 12 also shows that lip shape had little effect on the magnitude of 
the lip suction forces. In the range of mass - flow ratios from 0 . 8 to 
a maximum, very little lip suction force is available and the drag curve 
is predicted by either method. As mass-flow ratio is decreased, allow-
ance for the relatively large lip suction force becomes necessary. 
Since it is possible to establish the general slope of the net drag 
curve, it is only necessary to calculate the level of minimum drag at 
the maximum mass-flow ratio for prediction of the drag curve. The mini -
mum net drag includes components of pressure drag, drag due to friction, 
and, in many cases, pre - entry drag brought about by internal contraction 
which causes subcritical operation of the inlet . For the sharp-lip case , 
all three of these components may be estimated with considerable accuracy 
(refS . 9, 11, 12, and 13). When round lips are used, the friction drag 
lThe suction 
lows: If 
then 
force, according to reference 11, may be calculated as fol-
Po' denotes the static pressure follo1nng the shock wave, 
I stagnation till ::: (p - p ,) dA o o 
• 
- ------ -- -------- ~--~~~ 
I 
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and pre -entry drag can be estimated; however, an accurate method for cal-
culating the pressure drag is unavailable. 
Analysis 
To compare these indiyidual lip shapes requires that their internal 
characteristics (pressure recovery) be related to an appropriate engine, 
and that their external characteristics (drag) be related to an ~ssumed 
airplane. The J-57 jet engine has been chosen, and a wing area of 
376 square feet has been assumed for the airplane. The performance com-
parison of -the lip shapes is made by combining the drag force and the 
pressure recovery into a single parameter . In this analysis, the loss 
in pressure recovery ( i.e., 1 - ___ c is converted to a thrust loss Pt ) 
Pto 
.6F /Fisen ------~-, this value being 
APt/Pto 
through use of a value of 1.21 for the factor 
appropriate for the J - 57 jet engine for the assumed fli ght conditions . 
This thrust loss is then combined with the drag to give an effective drag 
coefficient based on wing area . 
The inlets must also be compared at their actual operating points . 
At the operating (or "matched") condition , the air supplied by the inlet 
must be equal to the air required by the engine. The operating mass-
flow ratios and the corresponding pressure recovery and drag coefficients 
were obtained for each inlet at several assumed inlet areas . The method 
used is outlined in Appendi x B, and typical curves for one lip shape are 
given in figure 13 . It should be mentioned that as the inlet area is 
reduced, the body pressure drag is increased slightly and the pre - entry 
drag is decreased . These effects on the drag are not inCluded; but for 
the range of inlet areas of the analysis (Ainlet = 520 to 640 sq in.), a 
study of the body pressure forces by the method of reference 9 and con-
sideration of the pre - entry drag show these force changes to be negli-
gible, and also of opposite sign. The results of the analysis at super-
sonic speeds are given for each lip in terms of an effective drag coef -
ficient based on wing area (fi gs . 14 and 15). 
From figure 14 it can be seen that a subsonic lip shape (lip 4) 
results in a considerable effective drag penalty at supersonic Mach num-
bers. Rounding of the lip and some internal contraction (lip 3) is 
beneficial. Because there is only a small variation in CD ' with inlet 
area for most of the lip shapes, it can be said that the performance of 
the inlets is not sensitive to changes in inlet area from 540 to 640 
square inches. In figure 13 it is shown that an inlet area of 540 square 
inches requires a mass-flow ratio of approximately 0.92 at all Mach 
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numbers, and that an air inlet area of 640 square inches requires a mass-
flow ratio of 0.8. By substitution of mass-flow ratio for inlet area, it 
can be seen that for these nose inlets it is possible to operate effi -
ciently with a fixed-area inlet over a range of mass - flow ratios, and 
thus reduce considerably the problem of engine-inlet optimization. 
The effect of free - stream Mach number on the effective drag coeffi -
cient of the inlet-fuselage combination, for two inlet areas, is shown 
in figure 15 . It can be observed that CD' increases more rapidly with 
Mach number than does the basic body from which the inlet- fuselage was 
derived . This effective drag increase is caused mainly by the thrust 
loss resulting from the loss of pressure rec overy of the normal - shock 
inlets. At Ma ch numbers greater than about 1 . 35, a pressure recovery 
above that for a normal shock could reduce the magni tude of this drag 
increase . 
The variation of pressure recovery for the f our lip shapes with 
Mach number, for the operating conditions of the inlet- engine combina-
tion, is shown in figure 16 . Two inlet areas, 540 and 640 square inches, 
are presented . A considerable improvement in pressure recovery at sub-
sonic speeds results when the larger inlet area (640 sq in . ) is used. 
Figures 14 and 15 also indicate no increase in CD' for the 640- square-
inch inlet area at M = 1 . 23 . 
CONCLUSIONS 
The follOwing conclusions were obtained from an investigation of 
the effect of lip shape on the performance of a nose- inlet air-induction 
system. 
1 . Rounding the lip had a favorable effect on total pressure recOv-
ery over the range of test Mach numbers from 0 to 1. 50 . The pressure -
recovery differences were generally small, with the exception of the 
take - off condition where rounding the lip gave considerable increase in 
pressure recovery. 
2 . At supersonic Mach numbers the net drag at mass - flow ratios 
from 0 . 80 to the maximum was essentially unchanged by moderate rounding 
of the lip. Excessive lip rounding, however, resulted in considerable 
drag increase at all mass -flow ratios . 
3 . The increase in drag coefficient with decreasing mass - f l ow 
ratio at supersonic speeds can be predicted by all owing for cowl leading-
edge suction as suggested by Fraenkel . 
• 
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4. A comparison of the four lip shapes based on an effective drag 
coefficient over a range of supersonic Mach numbers up to 1.50 shows that 
some lip roundness and internal contraction is beneficial. 
5. Normal-shock nose inlets in combination with a J -57 engine can 
operate efficiently over a sufficient range of mass-flow ratios to permit 
use of a fixed-area inlet up to a Mach number of 1.50. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif., Feb . 8, 1954 
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APPENDIX A 
PRE-ENTRY DRAG CONSIDERATIONS FOR INLETS WITH ROUNDED 
LIP SHAPES 
The drag components of ducted bodies have been discussed in r efer-
ences 6, 10 , 14, and 15 . Although adequate, in most cases, these analy-
ses do not consider certain aspects of the flow f ield in the vicinity of 
the inlet lip . References 10, 14, and 15 show that 
f stagnation CD = P - Po dA pe 0 qoAs 
CDpe 
m(Vs - Vo ) + As(ps - po) 
qoAs 
incompressible 
ms ( Vs ) Cn..... = Cp - 2 - 1 - -~1-'e s IDa V 
o 
compressible 
(Al) 
(A2) 
(A3) 
It should be noted that to compute a ccurately the pre - entry (or additive) 
drag it is necessary to locate on the l i p the position of the stagnation 
streamline. The special case generally treated is for a sharp lip, 
where the stagnation points for mass flows between 0 and 1.0 occur on a 
surface parallel to the free-stream direction . 
When a rounded lip is used, the stagnation point occurs on the 
curved lip surface, and its location usuall y is not known . For this 
case t he minimum area (throat ) section and the lip leading edge can gen-
erally be assumed as the limiting locations of the stagnation point. 
(See sketch bel ow. ) 
Ie 'y!agna tion 
I ./ 
o 
t hroat 
I _ ......----
1---
I 
------ -+1----
- -- ---- -- - - ------ - ----------
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The pre-entry drag can be computed for either of these assumed locations 
of the stagnation point. If the stagnation point is assumed to be at the 
throat and the area, As, in equation (Al) is taken as Athroat' the cal-
culated additive drag will be in error by the change in total momentum 
from the stagnation point to the throat or 
throat ~CDpe (error) = J 
stagnation 
p-p 
o dA 
%Athroat 
Increasing the value o~ mass-~low ratio displaces the stagnation point 
toward the leading edge which increases the error. Mass-flow ratios 
near the maximum (where the error is greatest) can give negative values 
of CDpe if the minimum area station is used (ref. 14). If the stagna-
tion point is assumed to be at the leading edge, the error would be as 
follows: 
11eading edge p - Po ~CD (error) = dA pe stagnation qoAle 
Since the stagnation point moves inward with decreasing mass-flow ratiO, 
the error would be greatest at mle/rna = 0, but would be eliminated com-
pletely at a mass-flow ratio of unity (mle/rna = 1.0). Since the mass-
flow-ratio range of interest is about 1.0, the assumptions resulting in 
the greatest accuracy in this region should be used. For this reason 
the station at the leading edge was selected for the calculation and com-
parison of the pre-entry drag. 
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APPENDIX B 
ME~{OD FOR EVALUATING THE OPTIMUM OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF A COMBINATION OF AN AIR -INDUCTION SYSTEM AND ENGINE 
At the operating condition the air supplied by the inlet must be 
equal to the air required by the engine 
(Bl ) 
and 
gPovoAo (B2 ) 
(B3) 
The air- flow performance of a jet engine usually is expressed in terms 
of a "corrected" parameter . The weight of air required by the engine is 
referred to standard s ea - level conditions . 
where 
and 
--
a 
or 
Pstd/Tstd 
PtC / Ttc 
~----
(B4) 
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Other derivations of the corrected air flow are described in refer-
ences 16 and 17. Generalization of the air flow by use of this param-
eter permits results of specific tests of an engine to be used for 
estimating performance at other conditions. The factor ~/O can be 
written: 
~ ~ °isen 
-- = ------
o 0isen ° 
where 
JTtcITstd PtO/Pstd Je Pto 
Pto/Pstd Ptc/Pstd Oisen Ptc 
Pto 
=--
Pstd 
Referring now to the flow through the inlet, equation (B2) becomes, 
through substitution 
and 
where 
.re 
°isen 
g = 32.17 ft/sec 2 
Po 0.002376 slugs/ft S 
ao = 1117 ft/sec 
15 
It should be noted that the right side of the equation for IIgeneralized 
( w re Pt ) inlet-engine 11 parameter ~ ~ _c_ Al U Pto 
is a function only of Mo and ml/mo 
and is independent of altitude. 
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This generalized inlet-engine parameter can be used as the link 
for relating the air supplied by the inlet at a given pressure recovery 
(Ptc/Pto) to the air required by the engine. The solution is graphical 
and is illustrated in figure 17. The choking limit shown on the upper 
right-hand quadrant is that imposed by aerodynamic considerations of 
the maximum flow possible through a given inlet area. 
The actual operating ml/mo, Ptc /Pt
o
' and CD can be obtained as a 
function of inlet area . Examples obtained by this graphical solution 
are sketched below (see also fi g. 13): 
Mo 
Ptc 
Pta L_------'l~~}~ 
The optimum operation of the inlet-engine combination is then computed 
by converting the loss in pressure recovery (i.e., 1 - Ptc/Pt
o
) to a 
thrust loss, and then combining this thrust loss with the measured drag 
to give an effective- drag coefficient as a function of inlet area, 
illustrated in the following sketCh: 
Me 
Al 
The optimum operating point or t he optimum operating range of the engine-
inlet combination can then be selected. 
r---~-- ------ - ~ 
3D 
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Figure 16 .- The variat ion of pressure -recovery rat io wi th Mach number f or two design inlet areas ; 
35, 000 f eet , mi l i tary power plu s afterburning . 
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Figure 16 .- Concluded . 
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Figure 17.- Nomogram for evaluating the optimum operational characteris -
tics of a combination of an air- induction system and an engine (J -57 
jet engine shown as an example) . 
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